LET’S GET SOCIAL!

Follow us on social media @HiSecurities

(808) 587-7400 investing.hawaii.gov

Answer Key:

PG 2
RSHELTEREDL
QEHALLTHCARE
LYNCALLPHONE
UTILITYSWCU
KVDWHGWCXF
ZOEHNSLANVF
HMOVESOTTAN
GBGPSTXVSCGE
WAHTHRYAE
VRMIFOPUEUNNO
LEDOYDISKAOS
PBSLPHZOTOYS

PG 4
1. Quarter
2. Dime
3. Penny
4. Nickel

PG 6
1) 45¢ 2) 6¢ 3) 55¢ 4) 16¢
SAVING TIPS FOR KEIKI

- Learn about wants versus needs
- Develop a savings plan and have goals
- Develop a budget for spending
- Put away a set amount of savings every month
- Think before you spend

Counting Coins

1. What do these 3 coins add up to? _________
2. What do these 2 coins add up to? _________
3. What do these 3 coins add up to? _________
4. What do these 3 coins add up to? _________

The Office of the Securities Commissioner encourages everyone to create a financial plan, start saving early and to educate yourselves so that you can make wise financial decisions.

This booklet was created by our Investor Education Program as a fun way to spread this message to our youth. We hope you enjoy it!

For more information and resources, please check out the Investor Education Program:

- **Online:** investing.hawaii.gov;
- **On social media:** @HiSecurities; or
- **By calling:** 587-7400.
Name that Coin!
Draw a line to connect the coin with its name.

1. Quarter (25¢)
2. Dime (10¢)
3. Penny (1¢)
4. Nickel (5¢)

Figure out the Maze
If you start saving now

You’ll end up with a full piggy bank!
**Needs** are things we must have to survive.

**Wants** are things we would like to have.

**Word Search**

Find the **Needs** and **Wants** listed on page 3.

```
RYSHELTEREDL
QEHANDLEHEALTHCARE
LNVCELLPHONE
UTILITIESWCU
KVDPHGWCAXF
ZOEHFNSLANFV
HMoviesOTTAN
GBGPSFTESCE
WIAPOAHRYAE
VKMIFOPEUNND
LESSOYDJSKADS
PBSLPHZOTOS
```